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It’s a Bug’s Life: Chemical Weapons, Agricultural Revolution, and the War on Insects 

Introduction: 

 The history of chemical weapon development from 1910 until 1960 demonstrates the 

connection between pest control and the development of chemical weapons. Industrial 

agriculture has become relatively dependent upon the same, or nearly the same, chemical 

compounds that were utilized as chemical weapons during WWII.1 Every citizen has an obvious 

stake in their national safety and food security, consequently the development of 

organophosphates as pesticides in the wake of WWII soothed American anxieties towards food 

production and national security. The development of chemical weapons in the lead-up to WWII 

resulted in the creation of chemical pesticides that increased agricultural yields. However; this 

group of chemical pesticides have stayed in use because of a combination of military analogies 

employed by scientists, and the political ideology of the U.S. government during the Cold War. 

Reactions to the introduction of chemical pesticides from 1960 until 1980 included some like 

Carson who argued in favor of alternatives to chemical control, such as pest control through 

natural enemies, while policy makers suggested that chemical pest control is necessary to feed 

the world’s expanding human population.2 

There is a tendency to analyze the problems at the intersection of the military, science, 

and the government separately. While, several historical fields demonstrate this, the best 

                                                           
1 Carson, Rachel, Darling, Lois, and Darling, Louis. Silent Spring. Boston : Cambridge, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin ; 

Riverside Press, 1962. 155 
2 Carson 1962. 256 
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example is probably military history, which traditionally has focused its studies on battles, 

strategies and armies. Modern military historians now tend to examine the impact of military 

institutions on society, politics, and economics. However, military historians avoid commenting 

on the impact of military actions, technologies and developments directly on the non-human 

environment.3 Conversely, environmentalists have focused primarily on the impact of 

government policy on the environment yet have generally ignored the influence that the military 

holds over agriculture and by extension the environment. An example of this inattention can be 

found in Ken Burns’ documentary, The National Parks: America’s Best Idea, which focuses on 

the impact of government policy on the environment.4 Yet this documentary unfortunately 

understates the role of the United States Army in the stewardship of Yellowstone prior to the 

foundation of the National Park Service.5  

The dawn of applied entomology was clearly a combination of military and scientific 

values and therefore required the use of military rhetoric to combat the constant pest.  During the 

Cold War, the utilization of military metaphor in combating pests, broadly defined, directed the 

investment of government and private funds towards the development of organic pesticides by 

calling upon nationalist attitudes. In 1915, eminent entomologist Stephen Alfred Forbes argued 

in his text The Insect, the Farmer, the Teacher, the Citizen and the State, 

"The struggle between man and insects began long before the dawn of civilization, has 

continued without cessation to the present time, and will continue, no doubt, as long as the 

human race endures ...We commonly think of ourselves as the lords and conquerors of nature, 

but insects had thoroughly mastered the world and taken full possession of it long before man 

                                                           
3 Russell, Edmund P. 1996. ""Speaking of Annihilation": Mobilizing for War Against Human and Insect Enemies, 

1914-1945." The Journal of American History 82 (4): 1505-1529. doi:10.2307/2945309. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2945309. 1508 
4 Burns, Ken, Dayton Duncan, Buddy Squires, Allen Moore, Lincoln Else, Paul Barnes, Craig Mellish, Erik Ewers, 

and Peter Coyote. 2009. The National Parks: America's Best Idea. United States]: PBS Distribution. 
5 Morrison, Jim. "How the U.S. Army Saved Our National Parks." Smithsonian.com. October 8, 2015. Accessed 

December 12, 2016. http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/how-army-saved-our-national-parks-180956840/. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2945309
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began the attempt. They had, consequently, all the advantage of a possession of the field when 

the contest began, and they have disputed every step of our invasion of their original domain so 

persistently and so successfully that we can even yet scarcely flatter ourselves that we have 

gained any very important advantage over them. Here and there a truce has been declared, a 

treaty made, and even a partnership established, advantageous to both parties to the contract-as 

with the bees and silkworms, for example; but wherever their interests and ours are diametrically 

opposed, the war still goes on and neither side can claim a final victory"6  

 

It is not a new saying that an army marches on its stomach, yet pests are, by definition a problem 

for agriculture, and so naturally the elimination of them entirely represents an opportunity to 

increase yields. Higher agricultural yields have been a primary goal of governmental influence in 

applied entomology. It is then not also shocking that agricultural yields are a concern of 

militaries. For example, there has been the prevalent myth of Romans salting Carthaginian fields 

after the city’s complete destruction in c.149 BC. 7 While this “salting of the earth” may not have 

occurred, it points to the use of environmental destruction through total war and suggests 

military theorists do in fact consider agricultural yield to be important for winning or losing a 

war.  Scientists, politicians, and journalists occasionally employ military analogy or significance 

to emphasize the significance of their work and to awaken associations already in people's 

minds, in order to gain funding for research and garner the respect of the pubic. 

Tensions: 

 There is a fear among members of the scientific community that when scientists are 

concerned with matters of political (particularly military) activism it can blur their judgement. 

Activist science broadly defined is any form of scientific research program that is directed at 

solving social, political or economic problems. Examples of this include primarily “big-science” 

                                                           
6 Forbes, Stephen Alfred. 1915. The Insect,the Farmer, the Teacher, the Citizen and the State, [Urbana, Ill.]. 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/loc.ark:/13960/t6d22dq6w. p 2 

7 Ridley, R. T. 1986. "To be Taken with a Pinch of Salt: The Destruction of Carthage." Classical Philology 81 (2): 

140-146. doi:10.1086/366973. P 1 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/loc.ark:/13960/t6d22dq6w
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endeavors, for example, the Manhattan Project. This project, although a military endeavor, was 

an activist research program of the same breed as the development of organic pesticides, in the 

sense that its intentions were directed at applying science to overcome some political problem. In 

contrast to the development of organic pesticides, the development of nuclear technology 

occurred exclusively within government laboratories, yet both histories indicate a desire to 

control nature through the application of largescale science to overcome specific political 

problems. The Manhattan Project has been studied extensively and even demonized as the 

greatest sin of the physical scientific community.8 

The Cane toad in Australia is a fantastic example of the potentially disastrous effects of 

scientific optimism combined with political activism. The Cane Toad was introduced as a 

pesticide in Australia in 1935. One article argues, “When Cane Toads were released in Australia 

in 1935, they were the latest innovation in pest control, backed by a level of consensus support 

that a scientist could only dream of...”9 They were introduced to combat the Cane Beetle yet they 

were resoundingly unsuccessful with this and instead expanded their population without any 

natural predators to check them. Invasive species can be dealt with, without causing damage to 

the ecosystem in some limited cases. For example, the introduction of goats on the islands of the 

Galapagos quickly caused their overpopulation and the destruction of native flora and fauna. Yet 

in 1997 the Charles Darwin Foundation and the Galapagos National Park Service met to plan the 

eradication of the goats by shooting every, single, goat on the islands. Furthermore, unlike the 

                                                           
8 The Day after Trinity, J. Robert Oppenheimer & the atomic bomb. Directed by Jon Else. Produced by Jon Else. By 

Jon Else, David Webb Peoples, and Janet Peoples. 
9 Turvey, Nigel. "Everyone Agreed: Cane Toads would be a Winner for Australia." The Conversation., accessed 

Nov 13, 2016, http://theconversation.com/everyone-agreed-cane-toads-would-be-a-winner-for-australia-19881. 

http://theconversation.com/everyone-agreed-cane-toads-would-be-a-winner-for-australia-19881
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Galapa-goats which have been almost entirely eradicated.10 Biologists often investigate why 

some introduced populations fail while others grow, however political activism can distort 

scientific opinion regarding which of these cases we can and should act on. 

Chemical manufacturers have historically been tied to the military-industrial complex and 

war-time agricultural efforts to stabilize and expand agricultural production.  Following the 

Second World War the science and development of new mechanisms for war had a very nuanced 

relationship “towards” the development of tools for agriculture. Using nuclear radiation to 

sterilize male insects, and the utilization of aircraft for pesticide spraying represent examples of 

military developments being turned on “the field”.11 However, the history of organophosphates 

show an even more nuanced account of this back and forth relationship. Edmund Russell writes 

“Chemists, entomologists, and military researchers knew that chemicals toxic to one species 

often killed others, so they developed similar chemicals to fight human and insect 

enemies.”12  This category of entomologists talk about pests using military metaphors when 

combating “natural enemies.”13 This analogy regarding the use of organic versus inorganic 

pesticides was prevalent prior to the development of chemical weapons and precipitated the Cold 

War. The mobilization of these resources, rather than the research of biological alternatives, has 

resulted in widespread public health and environmental issues. 

                                                           
10 Guo, Jerry. 2006. "The Galápagos Islands Kiss their Goat Problem Goodbye." Science 313 (5793): 1567-1567. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/20031287. 1567 

11 Simons, Peter. 2015. "Aviation's Heartland: The Flying Farmers and Postwar Flight." Agricultural History 89 (2): 

225-246. 225; Oatsvall, Neil. 2014. "Atomic Agriculture: Policymaking, Food Production, and Nuclear 

Technologies in the United States, 1945--1960." Agricultural History 88 (3): 368-387. 368 

12 Russell 1996. 1508  

 
13 Russell, Edmund Paul. 1999. "L. O. Howard Promoted War Metaphors as a Rallying Cry for Economic 

Entomology." American Entomologist, 74-79. doi:10.1093/ae/45.2.74. 

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/esa/ae/1999/00000045/00000002/art00003 p74 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/20031287
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/esa/ae/1999/00000045/00000002/art00003
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The groundbreaking work of Rachel Carson in her text Silent Spring called attention to 

the developmental history of the chemicals used in the modern agricultural industry (specifically 

DDT but also more generally organic chemicals). She argued they are, “a child of the Second 

World War.”14 Carson asserted that there was a significant shift in mentality with regards to use 

of inorganic versus organic pesticides, the Cold War and the development of chemical weapons 

stimulated this shift. DDT is only one of a large variety of chemical pesticides that are still in 

use, a category called organochlorines. While DDT has been widely used, researchers found that 

by 1952 lice, flies, and, mosquitos had all shown resistance.15  From 1940 to 1960 the U.S. saw 

the development of pesticides as essential for meeting the needs of modernizing nations, but their 

development dates back even farther. I argue that the political posture of the United states and 

the use of military metaphors in describing insect enemies and insectoid metaphor in describing 

human enemies worked together to support the development of potent organic pesticides and 

weapons. 

Relics of German Pesticides: 

The traditional modes of pest maintenance relied heavily on naturally occurring 

compounds with minimal refinement.16 In comparison, the modern American pesticide arsenal is 

produced en masse and was largely developed following World War II. With the traditional 

strategy of pest control in mind, the research process that links the agriculture and military 

precedes the development of organic pesticides. Fritz Haber, in addition to his application of 

chemistry to agriculture in the development of the Haber-Bosch process, worked on the very first 

                                                           
14 Carson, 1962. p16 
15 Russell, Edmund. 2001. War and Nature : Fighting Humans and Insects with Chemicals from World War I to 

Silent Spring Cambridge University Press (p198) 

16 Carson, 1962. P 295 
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attempts to use chlorine gas as a weaponized gas during WWI. Combatants in the Second World 

War narrowly avoid the international prohibitions against the use of poisonous weapons. 

Following WWI, the Geneva Protocol essentially eliminated the legal loopholes that permitted 

the use of chemical weapons.17  

Prior to the outbreak of WWII, Gerhard Schrader developed a potent pesticide while 

working with phosphorus-organic compounds at IG Farben, this extended the relationship 

between the military and agricultural chemistry. Schrader's work was quickly claimed by the 

German military and repurposed into the compound Sarin.18 Organophosphorus compounds are 

typically one or two phosphorus atoms linked to oxygen atoms. Schrader noticed that diisopropyl 

fluorophosphate (DFP) which just contained one phosphorus atom was an effective inhibitor of 

cholinesterase, an essential enzyme for the functioning of the nervous system of most vertebrates 

and insects. Schrader’s initial intention with his work on organophosphates was directed toward 

what was essentially a peaceful goal, killing insects to improve the agricultural yield of Germany 

during its 1930s depression. One of Schrader's main goals with his development of pesticides 

was to feed the world.19 Instead, Schrader’s work established both a new class of pesticides and a 

new category of weapons. Furthermore, this technology stimulated a weapons arms race at the 

end of WWII, as British forces occupying the chemical weapon experimentation facility at 

Raubkammer export research from Berlin to Porton down to prevent chemical weapon research 

from falling into the hands of the Soviet army.20 Even more interesting is Schrader’s rational for 

his part in the development of these weapons upon being captured by American and British 

                                                           
17 Tucker Jonathan. 2006. War of Nerves: Chemical Warfare from World War I to Al-Qaeda. 1st ed. ed. New York: 

Pantheon Books. 22 
18 Tucker 2006. p40 
19 Tucker 2006. P87  
20 Tucker 2006. P91 
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intelligence agencies. During interrogation Schrader emphasized his scientific motivation, 

downplayed his personal responsibility for the mass production of these chemicals, and relayed 

that the primary German chemical weapon production facility was Dyhernfurth. Schrader was 

willingly imprisoned at Kransberg Castle as part of Operation Dustbin. 

 Operation Dustbin was an operation to essentially capture German military scientists 

after the Second World War to extract military and civilian information from them. Dustbin and 

others such as Operation Ashcan, Alsos, Lusty, Backfire, Surgeon and the creation of the “Field 

Agency Information Technical” (FIAT) were all separate components of the Office of Strategic 

Services, which was essentially the pre-1947 intelligence agency of the United States.[3] Otto 

Ambros, Schrader’s counterpart and manager of operations at Dyhernfurth, refused to convey 

specific technical expertise to the Allies after the fall of Nazi Germany and refused to cooperate 

with FIAT.  Despite Ambros’s alleged participation in the exploitation of the prisoners at 

Auschwitz he formed a good report with Colonel Paul R. Tarr head of the Chemical Warfare 

Service intelligence division, and provided the allies with information regarding the 

organization, structure and capabilities of the German chemical weapons program. In a letter 

from Major Edmund Tilley to a high-ranking FIAT official, Tilley suggested that Schrader work 

for the British for a year to produce new insecticides and chemical weapons. Schrader, upon his 

release from Kransberg Castle, was then sent to Britain for a year after which he moved back to 

Germany, where he developed Parathion. Jonathan Tucker in War of Nerves suggests that 

Schrader's work after WWII was primarily focused on developing “analogues of the pesticide 

that were less toxic to humans but more persistent in attacking insects”21 upon receiving the 

                                                           
21 Tucker 2006. P97 
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intelligence gathered through Operation Dustbin, laboratories such as Porton Down and the 

American Edgewood Arsenal set upon developing chemical weapons that would kill humans 

nearly instantaneously. 

Consequences of Chemical weapons development: 

Although the popularity of inorganic pesticides saw a marked rise following the WWII 

the technology has a longer history. The initial development of chemical pesticides prior to 

WWII was redirected into the development of Sarin, Tabun, and Soman (G-series nerve agents) 

by the German military. Chemical agents haven't been used much in large scale military conflicts 

since World War I, yet chemical agents are classified as weapons of mass destruction, and the 

use of gasses has been banned by a significant number of international treaties.22 During WWII 

chemical weapons saw little use but WWII left much of the agricultural land in Europe either 

damaged or destroyed. Furthermore, the United States mobilization for the Cold War increased 

interest in winning the “hearts and minds” of the nations in the global south. A post war spike in 

global food demand stimulated the search for alternatives to DDT which had begun to evoke 

resistances among treated insects. Organophosphate development met the industrial needs of post 

WWII NATO nations both industrially and militarily as the military was searching for 

alternatives to nuclear weapons and to improving the food supply that had been damaged by 

WWII. In recent history, chemical weapons have been primarily directed against civilians, first 

by Saddam Hussein against his own citizens and again by Aum Shinrikyo in the Tokyo 

                                                           
22 Price Richard, M. 1997. The Chemical Weapons Taboo. Ithaca: Cornell University Press (p4) 
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subways.23 However, the pesticide descendants of chemical weapons are used regularly without 

much criticism. 

Organophosphates saw a marked rise in popularity among chemists following WWII 

because Parathion were believed to be effective against aphids which were seemingly 

invulnerable to DDT.24 Kenneth Dubois and the Tox lab at the University of Chicago developed 

the antidote to acute organophosphate poisoning while trying to expand on the German 

development of Parathion. Ranajit Gosh discovered in 1952 a compound similar to acetylcholine 

that was immediately toxic to mammals and insects.25 This new compound was immediately sent 

to the British weapon development facility, Porton Down, for further development into a 

chemical weapon. Gosh’s research was intercepted on its way to Porton Down by Soviet spies 

and was adapted in Russian laboratories. This ultimately resulted in the further refinement of this 

compound by American chemists at the Edgewood arsenal where it earned the name VX. Before 

being named VX it was sold industrially under the name Amiton. Amiton was quickly realized 

was too toxic for agricultural use. VG (previously marketed as Amiton) was the start in the line 

of a new class of chemical weapons called the V-series this includes VE, VX, VM, and VR.26 

As part of work contracted by the U.S Army’s chemical corps David Grob and 

colleagues at Johns Hopkins studied the toxicity of organophosphates on animals. Grob 

identified that Parathion could be absorbed through the skin, did not produce any noticeable 

inflammation, and had a much higher toxicity than DDT. Furthermore, in studying the effects of 

                                                           
23 Tucker 2006 p326  
24 Davis, Frederick Rowe. 2014. Banned: A History of Pesticides and the Science of Toxicology Yale University 

Press. p 42 

25 Tucker 2006 p146 

26 Tucker 2006 p158 
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accidental Parathion exposure to thirty-two men and eight women, Grob classified the symptoms 

as “muscarine”, linking them to a long history of poison first isolated from the mushroom, 

Amanita Muscaria. Muscarine poisoning causes peripheral parasympathetic nervous system 

activation resulting in convulsions and death.27 Some of the subjects in Grob’s study had been 

wearing carbon filter respirators, the subsequent effects demonstrated the ineffectiveness of 

traditional protections. Grob and the researchers at Hopkins suggested increased precautions in 

handling Parathion, and recommended fruits and vegetables should be sprayed with more dilute 

solutions, be harvested three weeks after spraying at least, and be thoroughly washed before 

consumption. 

Military Metaphor 

Leland Ossian Howard, a prolific entomologist, used military metaphors to advance the 

public appreciation of entomology and to increase government funding by framing insect 

problems as an economic and public health crisis. Howard relied on a “psychological approach” 

to go beyond mere scientific evidence to persuade congress to fund the study of the boll weevil28. 

Howard reportedly brought a massive papermache boll weevil to a congressional hearing, upon 

the presentation of the two-foot-long model, congressman Lamb of Virginia screamed to 

congressman Burleson of Texas, “my God Burleson is it as big as that?”.29 The war offered new 

opportunities to demonstrate the economic importance of entomology. In 1954, the Economical 

society of America Celebrated 100 years of existence in the United States and launched a public 

relations campaign entitled “Fight your Insect Enemies”. This title is not entirely different from 

                                                           
27 Davis 2014 p97  

28 Russell 1999 75 
29 Russell 1999 75 
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Howards biography “Fighting the Insects: The Story of an Entomologist.” This metaphor 

reached the public through an arsenal of outlets such as T.V., radio, newspapers, magazines and 

even a postage stamp set. A cover letter accompanying these public relations materials read: 

"Few people in your public know what would happen if man's ceaseless war on insects was 

relaxed for even a month."30 This was also the standard attitude for government scientists as 

well. The U. S. Department of Agriculture issued a document titled Fighting our Insect Enemies: 

Achievements of Professional Entomology, 1854-1954.31 

The development of chemical weapons during the cold war, while not utilized in any 

conflict between humans, was persistently a problem for the environment. The 1956 release of 

the field manual on the law of land warfare stated, “the United States is not a party to any treaty 

no in force that prohibits the use in warfare of toxic or nontoxic gases.”32 This view supported 

the increased production of Sarin agents and the development of 50 V-series agents over the next 

decade. Due to lax environmental law during the 1950’s Sarin and other toxic agents were stored 

underneath the Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Colorado or pumped into “Basin F” where they were 

expected to evaporate and thereby decontaminate the “coffee-colored brew of toxic waste.”33 

Migrating waterfowl in the area that stopped at the toxic pit were quickly poisoned and the waste 

began to seep into the groundwater outside of the arsenal fence. Wells outside of the area became 

poisoned with methylphosphonic acid, one of the products of sarin breaking down. This dispersal 

of organophosphorus agents via the groundwater underneath the Rocky Mountain Arsenal 

caused farmers in the area to lose whole crops at a time due to using poisoned well water.34 The 

                                                           
30 Russell 1999 p76  
31 Russell 1999 p76 
32 Tucker 2006. P156 
33 Tucker 2006 p156 
34 Tucker 2006 p157 
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consequences of the continued development of organophosphates in light of their obvious 

toxicity to all living things gave legitimacy the military metaphors espoused by economic 

entomologists. 

The Cold War encouraged applied entomologists to develop these potent pesticides, out 

of an effort to support the international fight against Communism. It is debated to what degree 

the allies participated in the social construction of the “iron curtain” between capitalist and 

communist nations. This very phrase, “iron curtain”, was one coined by Winston Churchill when 

describing the geographical boundary between communism and “Christian civilization”. Winston 

Churchill, in his 1946 address at Columbia university said, “our communist friends should study 

… the admirable modern works on the life and the soul of the white ant” in order to learn about 

their past and fate.35  The year after Ernst Cory president of the American association of 

economic entomologists titled his 1947 presidential address “totalitarian insects” in this paper he 

likened the life of bees, termites, and other hive living insects to the life of humans living in a 

totalitarian state. This comparison stressed the vast number of enemies facing the United States 

and supported the American strategy during the Cold War to export pesticides to other nations to 

increase food supplies and decrease diseases such as Malaria.36 Increased food production was 

also obviously part of the goals of the United States during the Cold War, because it helped feed 

soldiers, factory workers, and allied nations. Director of Defense Mobilization Charles Wilson 

said in 1952, “we regard agriculture as an essential part of our defense preparedness… 

everything that is humanly possible will be done to keep farm production at a high level” [4] by 

1951 the United States had taken advantage of most of its arable land and so farmers had to use 

                                                           
35 Russell 2001 p184 

36 Russell 2001 p196 
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synthetic pesticides to raise yields during the Cold War. This impetus put pressure on industry to 

perform military funded research on new insecticides and potentially weaponizable gasses while 

also encouraging economic entomologists to advocate for organic pesticides. 

Fire Ants 

What is the impact of the metaphorical linkage between insecticide development and 

warfare? To explore this military metaphor, I examine the effort to eliminate the Fire ant from 

the southern United States. Fire ants were originally accidentally transported to the United States 

during the 1930s probably via dirt transported on ships coming from South America. These 

insects are classified as a non-native variety of Fire Ants. In the 1950’s there were several 

aggressive mass spraying efforts in the southern United States, naturally this lead to some 

devastating environmental side effects. The campaign against the fire-ant was probably the most 

intensive aerial pesticide spraying endeavor in United States. By 1958 the department of 

agriculture regarded it as a potential threat to agriculture. Some of the stated reasons for their 

wholesale extermination include: 

“The ants ate seeds and crops and even young quail—which caused consternation, since 

the birds were the South’s most important game animals. They colonized lawns and the open 

spaces of the newly built military bases, where they came into intimate contact with humans. In 

1955 a boy in New Orleans died after being stung three times. Two years later ant stings sent 

three soldiers from Maxwell Air Force Base to the hospital. The imported fire ants especially 

favored cow pastures, fields that were open and constantly disrupted by the big beasts”37  

George Ordish writes in The Constant Pest, “a massive anti-fire-ant programme was started and 

a million acres were sprayed … wild birds, poultry, and household pets began to die and people 

too became ill all over the place and the department started a cover -up campaign reminiscent of 

                                                           
37 Buhs, Joshua Blu. 2002. "The Fire Ant Wars: Nature and Science in the Pesticide Controversies of the Late 

Twentieth Century." Isis 93 (3): 377-400. doi:10.1086/512523. http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/512523 p 382 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/512523
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the twenty years later Watergate.”38 Ultimately, both Florida and Louisiana reported more ants 

after treatment than before, other treated areas showed little effect as well. Yet the war against 

the fire-ant seemed important nonetheless, Byron Shaw, head of the USDA’s Agricultural 

Research Service, for example, said in 1958, 

“I think the times were described rather aptly a year or so ago, when a Soviet 

premier told an American television audience that communism would win its contest with 

capitalism when the Soviets’ per-capita production of meat, milk and butter surpassed that 

of the United States. He was really saying that a nation is as strong as its agriculture.”39 

It was on these grounds that the Cold War would be lost and won, whomever could feed their 

people and keep them satisfied ensured that their ideology was seemingly successful. The war on 

fire ants was simply another battlefield, the only difference was that the plowshare would be our 

weapon rather than the sword. If the United States agricultural output was shaken at all it was an 

opportunity for dissent and revolution to brew. The attempted extermination of the fire-ant 

communicated a very specific set of values held by the American government, citizens, and 

scientists. The linkage between the struggle against the fire-ant and the desire for increased 

agricultural yields during the Cold War was convincing and in 1957 Congress gave the USDA 

$2.4 million to initiate the program. 

A great deal of the controversy over the persistence of Fire Ants in the United States 

was linked to the controversy over the rise of Communism.  The post WWII America faced the 

task of rebuilding its military, economy, and ideology a product of this was anxiety over Soviet 

food production. The opponents of the Fire Ant invasion drew their imagery from the rampant 

                                                           
38 Ordish 1976 p201 
39 Buhs 2002. P 385 
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Anti-communism of the late 50’s of the day. How would ecologists and those concerned with the 

impact of chemical spraying combat this viscous military comparison? 

Carson dealt with the problem of fire-ants by attacking the argument that they were pests at 

all. Carson suggests there were in fact many potential agriculturally beneficial behaviors of the 

fire-ant that had been overlooked in order to justify their extermination. Rachel Carson 

commented on the mound’s that fire ants saying, in a more agrarian environment, these mounds 

could be useful for aerating and draining the soil as well predating on herbivores that presented a 

more significant cost to agricultural.40 Carson continues to aggressively refute the allegations 

that the Fire-ant was detrimental to agriculture and wild game, writing 

“Although the Fire-ant has inhabited Alabama for 40 years and is most heavily 

concentrated there, the Alabama State Health Officer declares that ‘there has never been 

recorded in Alabama a human death resulting from the bites of imported fire ants,’ and considers 

the medical cases resulting from the bites of fire ants ‘incidental’. Ant mounds on lawns or 

playgrounds may create a situation where children are likely to be stung, but this is hardly an 

excuse for drenching millions of acres with poisons. These situations can easily be handled by 

individual treatment of the mounds”41 

Ultimately, Carson’s claim indicates that the style modern agriculture has embraced has caused 

the fire-ant to be constructed as a pest resulting in rampant government spending and 

environmental damage. 

However, Carson's approach here could be flawed, in that it takes a “shallow view” of 

the overall expenses and problems presented by the existence of fire-ants alongside humans. Fire 

ants in fact do present some serious costs to agriculture and human health. A CNN article from 

1999 writes about the seriousness of this issue “The pests are known for their aggressive 

behavior, nasty stings and huge mounds. Their prolific breeding has allowed them to displace 

                                                           
40 Carson 1962. P16 
41 Carson 1962. P 162 
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many native ants. The ants attack anything that disturbs their colonies... The ants can also cause 

potholes by undermining roads and can destroy electrical contacts.”42 Non-indigenous species 

more generally also hold the potential to do a great deal of damage, The US Office of 

Technology argued in 1993 seventy-nine exotic species had caused approximately $97 billion in 

damages during the period 1906-1991.43 American success in the Cold War hinged upon 

agricultural productivity, and so war metaphor and military techniques were utilized in the 

execution of this victory both against communism and the fire ant. These campaigns against 

pests caused Americans to question, what is a pest, how best to live in nature, how to use science 

and technology, and how to bring nature, science, and technology to bear on the maintenance of 

human life. 

Significant to the metaphor perpetrated against the fire ant, these insects are defined as 

non-native. The judgment of a species by their nation of origin is unfounded. Native-ness is not a 

reliable ecological evaluation because it simply implies that the discipline is unaware of any 

natural way of dispersion for an organism, but this claim itself can’t be falsified nor is it 

particularly meaningful when discussing the impact has upon its environment. Furthermore, the 

introduction of a non-native species is not necessarily detrimental to the native ecology. Not all 

introductions are so dramatically detrimental as the examples popularized by conservationists 

and the media. One example is the Devil’s Claw, “a plant “native” to Mexico and surrounding 

regions, has had no discernible effects on Australia’s existing flora or fauna, despite being 

recently condemned as a threat to the continent’s biodiversity—long after its introduction in 
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1860s.”44 The native/ non-native characterization of certain pests informs the conflict between 

farmer and pest and helped direct government spending but is not itself scientifically verifiable.  

The Development of Agriculture and the Military 

The invention of organic chemical pesticides demonstrated a marked shift from the 

history of using inorganic compounds such as, “arsenic copper lead manganese zinc and other 

minerals pyrethrum from the dried flowers of chrysanthemums, nicotine sulfate from the 

relatives of tobacco, and rotenone from leguminous plants of the East Indies.”45 Stephen Alfred 

Forbes, Director of the Illinois Natural History Survey argued, "Organized war against injurious 

insects is thus at last provided for in Illinois, and what we may fairly call a corporal's guard of 

trained and experienced fighters is now constantly in the field. Their enemies can scarcely be 

said to have diminished in number, however, during the last twenty-five years, for the insect 

invasion of the state is still in progress. New armies cross our borders at frequent intervals, and 

fresh uprisings occur every now and then, of those already in our midst.”46Carson proposes an 

antithesis to this military and nationalist metaphor saying: 

“The 'control of nature' is a phrase conceived in arrogance, born of the 

Neanderthal age of biology and philosophy, when it was supposed that nature exists for 

the convenience of man. The concepts and practices of applied entomology for the most 

part date from that Stone Age of science. It is our alarming misfortune that so primitive a 

science has armed itself with the most modern and terrible weapons, and that in turning 

them against the insects it has also turned them against the earth."47 
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The conclusion of Silent Spring quoted in these lines leave the reader 

contemplating the sustainability of any philosophy that supports the ‘control of nature’ for 

humanity’s benefit. It seems that the sword and plowshare have been reinvented in the 

modern American chemical arsenal. Carson writes how “in the course of developing 

agents of chemical warfare, some of the chemicals created in the laboratory were found to 

be lethal to insects.”48 However, chemical weapons were developed out of a German 

effort to build stronger pesticides, only upon realizing the mutual toxicity between pests 

and humans did scientists utilize the toxicity of these compounds on humans. This is in 

stark contrast to Carson’s claim’s that modern pesticides were produced during the course 

of testing for chemical weapons. Carson’s argument is flawed here because it 

misrepresents the scientific genetics of pesticide development.  

Organophosphorus compounds, such as Parathion, were popular in American 

farming during the 1960’s. Parathion is an insecticide typically used on fruit, cotton, 

wheat, vegetables, and nut crops (EPA 2008). Among the primary concerns of using 

synthetic pesticides today is its effect on pollinator populations, Parathion has been noted 

by the Pesticide Action Network (PAN) as particularly aggressive to bee populations.[1] 

PAN was founded in 1982 towards the end of the Green Revolution, their website claims, 

“Chemical-intensive, mono-crop, irrigated agriculture, introduced in the Global South in 

the 1950s, boosted crop yields dramatically at first, but by the '70s, the costs in health, 

ecological damage, and lost biodiversity were mounting — and pests were growing 

resistant to pesticides”.49 Furthermore Parathion has been linked to several acute human 
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poisonings resulting in deaths.50 The persistence of pesticides in modern food production 

is a consequence of the developmental goals of Cold War politics and U.S. 

nationalism.  To summarize, organophosphate development and application has been 

primarily concerned with producing technological fixes aimed at supporting military, and 

political goals rather than conservation and this is a consequence of the continued linkage 

between industrial agriculture, the military, and science. 

The history of the reactions to the introduction of chemical weapons into allied arsenals 

from 1960 until 1980 indicates a conflict between the values of citizens and scientists. Economic 

entomologists concerned with garnering funding for their obscure discipline have concerned 

citizens over the health of the environment. One might assume that fear over nuclear weapons 

overshadowed public consciousness of chemical weapons during the Cold War. However, in a 

weekly edition of Science News it’s written: 

“Vietnam marks the first time when chemicals designed to damage or kill 

plants have been used in war, writes Dr. Arthur W. Galston, professor of biology at Yale 

University and president of the Botanical Society of America. Damaging or killing a 

plant may appear inconsequential compared to the maiming or death of humans. 

However, by interfering with the ecology of a region on a massive scale, it could set in 

motion an irreversible chain of events that would ‘continue to affect both the agriculture 

and the wildlife of the area-and therefore the people, also-long after the war is over.”51  

 

The large-scale introduction of synthetic pesticides or defoliants can be 

destructive to the ecosystem and the livelihood of the human and nonhuman life in the 

affected area. Furthermore, this passage demonstrates the distinction between 

agricultural chemicals and chemical weapons is not hard and fast. When using areal 

sprayed chemicals it’s essentially impossible to target a specific organism, and so the 
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use of agent orange can be constituted as both pest control and weapon. Carson herself 

argued the shift in agricultural practices stimulated by the development of new organic 

insecticides and the surplus of aircraft following the Second World War caused 

Americans to forget their caution with the use of chemical insecticides.52 

Ecologists and economic entomologists are oftentimes the same individuals, yet some 

ecologists are warry of the introduction of organophosphates into the American agricultural 

arsenal. In Hannah Gay’s article Before and After Silent Spring she writes how political 

discussion in England intensified in response to increased numbers of wild bird deaths, “In 

response to the public outcry, the new minister of agriculture, fisheries and food, Christopher 

Soames, set up a chemical residues panel… The residues panel strongly advised banning the use 

of Aldrin, Dieldrin, and Heptachlor.”53 Aldrin and Dieldrin are organochlorine compounds that 

were used primarily as coating for seeds that would be antifungal and kill insects. However, it 

was noticed that this coating lead unintentionally to huge groups of wild seed eating birds dying 

out, with the effects compounded in larger birds of prey. Primarily because economic 

entomologists in contrast to ecologists see this destruction of the non-human environment as 

either an unfortunate consequence of research or an opportunity to learn something new they 

lack the impetus to be cautious when utilizing military analogy. 

Conclusion: 

  Despite the efforts of some ecologists and some politicians, pesticides maintain their 

position as an integral part of food production. One possible cause of this is a governmental 
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desire to preserve the military-industrial-academic research structure produced by the 

development of chemical weapons and pesticides during the Cold War. By the end of the 20th 

century government funding in applied and basic research was ubiquitous. However, prior to the 

middle of the century government funding for science was much rarer and was almost 

exclusively focused on either military or agricultural technology. During the Cold War the 

Chemical Corps, a branch of the U.S. army, set about providing funding for organophosphate 

research. An example of this is in 1953 researchers at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine tested 

nerve gasses and Parathion on human subjects in research funded by the chemical corps.54 

Military officials, corporate leaders and scientists agreed the mobilization of organic pesticides 

would win the war on insects and the Cold War. This was prioritized over certain health risks 

partially because of the use of military analogy to bolster public opinion of entomology. The war 

on the Fire-ant was an internal fight against an invisible foreign enemy. The U.S. Department of 

Agriculture was acutely aware of this parallel between the Cold War and the fire-ant infestation 

of the southern United States.  To eradicate the ants, the USDA sprayed DDT primarily, “without 

regard to location, land use, or ownership.” It was believed the entirety of American agriculture 

was threatened if any if the Fire-ants were left to reproduce. This justified the indiscriminate 

spraying of pesticides. The US military and government saw the development of new 

organophosphates as essential to “keep ahead” of the Soviets. 

DDT is a ‘curious’ pesticide. As Malcom Gladwell writes, its developmental history 

fits a model that suggests the knowledge moved from military technology to civilian purposes.55 

This is not the same case as organophosphorus compounds as I have stated above. Despite its 
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overwhelming failure in dealing with the southern fire-ant DDT has been used successfully in 

dealing with mosquitos. The war with the mosquito has been cited as an example of the powerful 

utility of synthetic pesticides in accomplishing the control of nature. DDT was developed by 

Paul Muller a Swiss chemist working on creating a chemical that would keep moths away from 

wool clothing. Eventually, this chemical made its way to the United States and its tremendous 

success in the laboratory lead to a hope that Malaria, a disease that had been a serious public 

health issue, would be eradicated. For example, the use of DDT in securing the Panama Canal 

was instrumental in the elimination of the Malaria ridden mosquitos there. Malaria was a 

significant problem for the military and so DDT was a favored tool by the army. At any point 

during the early stages of the war in the South Pacific it was likely that two thirds of the U.S 

Army’s troops were ill with Malaria.56 Eventually Fred Soper, working for the Rockefeller 

Foundation along with a team of entomologists, set about exterminating everything from 

mosquitos to houseflies internationally under the name “Global Malaria Eradication 

Programme”. Prior to the foundation of the World Health Organization The Rockefeller 

Foundation functioned internationally as a public health directorate, fighting yellow fever, 

hookworm, and Malaria. Ultimately DDT seemed to begin losing effectiveness as mosquitos 

began developing resistance and it became clear that it would be impossible to spray eighty per 

cent of homes in the Panama Canal and the amazon jungle. In 1963 upon the release of Carson’s 

Silent Spring, compounded with the inability for the Malaria extermination program to be 

completed in the four-year time span allotted, Congress defunded the Programme entirely.in 

1969 the World Health Organization formally abandoned the effort to eradicate Malaria globally. 
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Ultimately this program drew attention to the problems with using DDT as a form of pest control 

and consequentially made organophosphate pesticides seem more appealing. 

 The future viability of these chemical agents is largely dependent upon their ability to 

outpace alternatives in developing pesticides that require the least amount of maintenance. 

Consumers were driven to in organic pesticides by the offer of increased yield with minimal 

applications or maintenance of chemical sprays.57 One of the main concerns of Rachel Carson 

and other environmentalists is that the goals of chemical manufacturers inevitably have 

unintended consequences for the surrounding ecosystem.58 This difference in the goals between 

consumers and ecologists is the crux of the conflict that keeps chemical pesticides in American 

food and water supply. Ecologists have found problems with the use of pesticides based on its 

impact on consumer health and non-human ecosystems. Those in favor of continuing the current 

practices of pesticide use argue it would be more challenging, if not impossible, to feed the world 

population without the aid of this specific technology.  The proposed biological control of pests 

relies primarily on the importation of natural enemies, this brings with it a great number of 

potential problems. Biological control and chemical control seem incompatible, Paul DeBach 

argues “biological control cannot operate effectively, if at all, in the face of modern chemical 

pest control as it is generally practiced.”59 This incompatibility he argues stems from the lack of 

interest in pursuing biological alternatives because of the predominance of chemical pesticides in 

industrial agriculture. This predominance is a consequence of the interdependence of the military 
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and large scale agriculture. A list of pros and cons with regards to the Biological/Synthetic 

pesticide debate is presented in Biological Control by natural enemies by DeBach.  He claims, 

biological control suffers no environmental pollution, danger to man, wildlife or other non-target 

organisms, does not upset the “natural balance” or cause other ecological disruptions, has 

complete permanence , has a rare potential for resistance, and has “theoretically unlimited” 

general applicability.60 Conversely he writes that chemical control causes considerable 

environmental pollution, danger to man, wildlife, and non-target organisms, commonly upsets 

the “natural balance”, needs to be re-applied frequently , commonly causes insect resistance, and 

causes “psychological satisfaction” for the user at first. Other forms of biological control that 

don’t utilize natural enemies include sterilization of male members of the target species. This 

causes competition among the insects, the sterile males will sometimes outcompete their fertile 

brothers, this then reduces the total population of insects without risking the potentially negative 

consequences of introducing nonnative fauna.  

  The history of the development of chemical weapons and pesticides reveals the 

connection between agricultural security and national defense. Ivan L. Bennett argues in his 

article The Significance of Chemical and Biological Warfare for the People, that the biological 

aspect of Chemical and Biological Weapons should be prohibited separately so that activists can 

avoid threatening a favorite military “option”.61 Bennett writes in 1970, “The journey toward the 

goal of general and complete disarmament will be long and hard. It is high time that we took this 

first step, no matter how small it might seem”.62 The elimination of chemical pesticides from 
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modern agricultural practices would require a mentality similar to that used to dismantle 

chemical weapon arsenals following WWII. Additionally, the controversy over chemical and 

biological control is intimately linked to the military context of the development of 

organophosphates. In a 1984 article by the New York Times a journalist writes, 

“There is no disagreement among chemical warfare experts about whether a 

plant capable of making organophosphorus pesticides can also make nerve gas. Indeed, 

one of the central difficulties in reaching an international agreement to ban chemical 

weapons is the problem of how to ensure that legitimate commercial plants are not 

diverted for military purposes.”63 

This is written considering the discovery of Tabun residues in Iran by a UN 

investigation, and part of the concern mentioned here is the U.S. policy of on-site-verification of 

treaty negotiations in the Soviet Union. The 1950’s and 60’s were a time of avid techno-

optimism with regards to the development of chemicals for industry and war. This began to 

significantly slow down with the introduction of works from ecologists like Rachel Carson, and 

Edward Goldsmith who in 1970 founded the Ecologist.  

In 1980 scientists who had previously worked on nuclear weapons development at 

Sandia and Lost Alamos national laboratories justified their work using the history of DDT. One 

interviewer surmised: “DDT was trumpeted as a great discovery. It promised only beneficial 

outcomes: Malaria a thing of the past, increased crop yields. Large victories for humans in their 

competition with insect species, who could have predicted what would happen as the miracle 

chemical worked its way up the food chain.”64 The reasoning here might be faulty, yet the 

connection between weapons of mass destruction and pest control is obvious. It is still important 

to keep in mind where this connection breaks down. Firstly, chemical pesticides are generally 
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available to anyone at any generic gardening store while chemical weapons are strictly controlled 

by international treaties and national militaries. This is not to say there have been no efforts to 

ban particularly toxic chemicals, one of the greatest success of Rachel Carson was the eventual 

banning of DDT. Next, chemical weapons faced a taboo against their military use however 

chemical pesticides came to be regarded as a miracle chemical. Moral discussions over the use of 

chemical pesticides are rare but the use of chemical weapons has long been criticized by western 

thought. The conquest of nature has historically been considered a moral duty rather than a 

dilemma; however, the wholesale extermination of a natural enemy suggests ideas about the 

conquest of nature contributed to the ideology of the Cold War.  
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